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This book follows bitcoin users and money moving through the bitcoin blockchain. Bitcoin is a
new decentralized version of digital cash. These situations are based true to life stories and

furnish substantive information regarding who uses bitcoin, advantages offered by the
decentralized blockchain and reasons why people choose bitcoin over typical bank products. For

people without access to regular banking providers, bitcoin has proven extremely beneficial.
Blockchain payments deliver a wealth of user advantages. While that is a fictional publication,
the stories derive from actual situations, people, and events from the author's seventeen years

of encounters in the digital currency industry. As bitcoin moves through the blockchain
advancing freedom around the world, the brand new cryptocurrency also suits anonymous

illegal activity. Bitcoin digital currency is usually neither at fault or the reason for illegal activity;
merely a powerful financial tool which you can use for good or evil purposes. However, just as
anonymous cash notes are favored by criminals, bitcoin is also preferred by a lot of today's bad
actors. This article also highlights a few of the flawed actions by government organizations and

prosecutors in the ongoing attempts to curtail illegal bitcoin activity.
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A quick go through, gripping, makes my jaw drop This is a number of little fictional vignettes of
varied characters around the world, their daily lives and transactions weaving in and around
bitcoin. I was looking for inspiration. Like a Halloween slasher flick, the query is not if however
when, when will another victim in this reserve get what's coming to her or him. Well-stocked
medication bazaars, thriving stolen credit cards operations, child porn, terrorist organizations
and recruiters, and a laundry program to anonymize every bit of it. Right here we trip from an
excited teen girl's "gee whiz" a reaction to buying pastries and customer goods with bitcoins,
showing her tech savvy to her dad, at an electron's leap into the heart of darkness in the global
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criminal underground. I teach law, and I'm consistently trying to update especially on the
financial side of criminal offense.. Imagine if somebody invented a remote death ray within their
garage, that could be pinpointed anywhere anonymously, functioning beyond most any policing,
and accessible, and you get some sense of the options here. It is chilling and educational. I'm
recommending it to all or any my friends. Completely Negative and One-sided While well
written and engrossing at times, the entire publication is a one-sided piece of propaganda
against bitcoin. This writer deserves lots of credit because of this work, specifically as I see the
"gee whiz" bitcoin promo books showing up all over the place. The occasional minor typo is
conveniently ignored. Everyone in the book eventually ends up losing thousands, many were
arrested, one man even committed suicide! I had bought this publication to read about how
exactly innovative entrepreneurs were leveraging bitcoin in their operations. This author brings
a strong ring of truth to numerous scenes and situations. They all do, ultimately. And just why
not, since evidently the only people using bitcoin, based on the author, are international
criminals, pedophiles, and jihadists...Yes, it's important to document the bad. As if these people
didn't exist before bitcoin. The message is definitely apparent: bitcoin is awful! I am mostly not a
fiction fan, but fiction can be an ideal medium here, as the "camcorder" can float around the
various scenes and into the players' minds and motives.. But at least be honest in the title and
call this publication "Bitcoin: Customer Beware," or something very similar. Instead I learned
about kidnapping, money laundering, taxes cheats, and kid pornographers.. One could say, "this
could always have been finished with old-fashioned money," but this technology represents a
quantum leap, globally facilitating any kind of commerce beyond monitoring and banking
systems.In case you are a lawmaker looking for arguments to ban bitcoin, and you are no doubt
financed by the banking institutions that watch bitcoin as a significant threat, buy this reserve!
You will have plenty of ammunition to scare users away, and justify onerous regulation or
outright bans! If, on the other hand, you are curious how honest people can leverage the
wonderful potential of bitcoin, look elsewhere. This book is not for you. Intruging but loose
ends. Good fast read but ends very abruptly by the end without explanation on the conclusion of
all the stories from all over the world. Would end up being nice to have a bit more technical
explanation behind the stories. Great introduction to the world of Bitcoin Very helpful book
telling several stories, each story introducing another facet of the bitcoin ecosystem. Readable!
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